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Analysis: An introduction to ethical concepts

Conscience
Eric D'Arcy University of Melbourne

Historical defiitions

Historically, systematic thought about conscience
arose from attempts to unravel the knotty problem
of what was called 'the erroneous conscience': if
conscience commands something which God's law
forbids, what is the position ? 1 St Augustine, early in
the fifth century, gave a famous answer: 'The com-
mand of a subordinate authority is not binding if it
runs counter to the command of his superior; but
conscience has no authority except that which it
receives as God's delegate; if, therefore, conscience
commands something which is against God's law,
we are bound not to follow it'.

This argument went almost unchallenged for
over 8oo years. It was disposed of by St Thomas
Aquinas in the thirteenth century2. Augustine's
principle would be relevant, he urged, only if one
knew that the subordinate's command ran counter
to his superior's; but the person whose conscience is
in error does not know that it is at variance with
God's law.
A person is to be judged, not in the light of the

situation as it actually is, but in the light of the
situation as he perceives it to be; Aquinas therefore
concludes, without qualification: it is always wrong
to act against conscience. He applies his principle
with rigorous logic, and exemplifies it with two
striking cases: 'first, if a person believed in con-
science that it was sinful to abstain from fornication,
he would sin by so abstaining; second, if a person
believed in conscience that it was wrong to become
a Christian, he would sin if he became one'.

Aquinas did not draw the corresponding positive
conclusion that, since a person is to be judged by
reference to the situation as he perceives it to be, it
must be right and good to follow conscience. Rather,
he held, such a person must 'put off his error' and
correct the mistake.

Later moralists, however, felt that this was to miss
the point. The person does not know that he is in
error; why should it even occur to him to correct it ?
Since the eighteenth century, the full implications
of Aquinas's general principle have been commonly
accepted: for instance, Coplestons says, 'If our
conscience tells us that we ought to perform a
particular act, it is our moral duty to perform it'.

The need to demystify

And yet, and yet: Himmler apparently believed in
conscience that it was his duty to kill Jewish people;
does that mean that it was right for him to do so?
One often hears a man whose coldness, formalism
and indifference have caused the decay of love in
marriage say: 'My conscience is clear; she wanted
for nothing while she lived with me'. Human beings
possess formidable powers of self deception. If
people do in conscience believe such things, their
first duty surely is, as Aquinas says, 'to put off the
error'. Much of the original problem therefore
remains.
Some progress towards its further solution

involves a systematic attempt to demystify the
notion of conscience.
One common source of mystification is the pres-

ence of a false model latent in some ways of stating
the problem. Thus, some people say, 'What should
I do if Conscience says one thing, and Authority
says the opposite ?' This carries the suggestion that
there are three parties involved: authority; my
conscience; and myself, in the awkward position of
adjudicating between the other two. But this is
not so: my conscience is simply myself, making
reasoned judgments about moral questions. Other
people speak as if conscience were something that
simply happens to one deterministically and
idiosyncratically - somewhat like an allergy: your
system is allergic to house dust, mine is to pollen;
your conscience is allergic to abortion, mine is to
racial discrimination: as if conscience were some-
thing independent of my own rational processes,
like my blood group: instead of its being simply
myself thinking and judging of moral issues.

Such statements, taken unreflectingly, tend to
create a climate in which conscience comes to be
thought of as a mysterious, suprarational faculty
which can intuitively discern what is right or wrong,
good or evil, in a given situation. In fact, however,
one uses the same mental powers for making judg-
ments about moral matters as one does for making
judgments about anything else. Gilbert Ryle4 put
the point with deliberate flippancy: 'Conscience is
simply reason speaking in its sabbatical tone of
voice'.

Natural inclinations
Aquinas (in Suttor's translation5) was the first to
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formulate this explicitly: Conscience is not a
faculty, nor an innate perceptive skill, but a judg-
ment of ordinary human reason brought to bear on a
moral issue. At the same time, Aquinas holds that
every normal adult is equipped with the 'primary
precepts' prerequisite for making such judgments:
not matters of specific moral principle, but some
very general underlying presuppositions of value
judgment: for instance, happiness is preferable to
unhappiness; life is preferable to death; health, to
sickness; pleasure, to pain; knowledge, to ignorance
or error; to have friendship and love is preferable to
being without them. On one interpretation of
Aquinas, these and a few other such radical prefer-
ences or 'natural inclinations' provide the implicit
premisses for all moral reasoning and choice. They
may not be explicitly stated in propositional form;
but they are so universally taken for granted, and so
rich in pregnancy as a value system, that an enor-
mous amount of fruitful discussion and argument
about human interests and morality is possible
among human beings.
The common possession of these 'natural

inclinations' or basic preference-assumptions means,
too, that a human being can enjoy membership of,
and companionship with, his fellow members in the
world-wide community of conscience. One there-
fore does not start from scratch when one sets out to
make judgments of conscience. Just as a fledgeling
scientist does not have to discover the whole of
chemistry or physics or astronomy for himself, but
by being inducted into membership of the scientific
community is given access to a huge mass of
knowledge and truth established by others: so the
young citizen of the human community of con-
science is initiated into the accumulated experience
and wisdom of long generations who have dis-
covered and established which sorts of behaviour
do, and which do not, fulfil the 'natural inclinations'.

Conscience and law

Particular societies (or their rulers) are so confident
about many of these established positions that they
enforce them by law. But enlightened societies
acknowledge that legislatures are not infallible, and
that majority judgments of conscience are as fallible
as those of minorities; this acknowledgment is often
given practical expression by granting exemption to

those who have conscientious objection to certain
laws6. However, there have to be limits; we have
already seen how far human beings can claim that
their own conscientious judgment differs from
majority opinion; and responsible lawmakers
cannot permit every individual to perform every
action that he declares his conscience to require.
When is such limitation proper? John Rawls7

has recently suggested a reply in terms of a sophis-
ticated version of the social contract theory. Another
approach is that of the Second Vatican Council,
which declared that no human being may be forced
to act against his conscience, or prevented from
following it, provided that the just demands of
public order are respected, and the rights of others
not infringed8.
But what when there is a collision of rights?

Abortion is a serious case in point. Many people
believe in conscience that a pregnant woman has
supreme rights over what happens in her own body.
Others believe in conscience that the right of the
unborn child to life is as good as that of any other
human being. In some countries, the law, in the
name of the former right, discriminates against an
obstetrician who, in the name of the latter, refuses to
destroy that life. This is a serious contemporary
issue which tests the sincerity of governments that
profess respect for conscience. It is examined in
detail by Noonan9.
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